IRAP Therapy
IRAP therapy new treatment for arthritis in horses and in humans. A chemical
that is largely responsible for the pain associated with arthritis is called
Interleukin 1. IRAP decreases joint pain by interfering with the activity of
Interleukin 1 and similar compounds.
For the procedure, you obtain a large syringe of blood. The syringe you pull
the blood into has hundreds of glass balls that have been exposed to a certain
gas that favors the “IRAP” and helps amplify it. Once the blood is obtained, it
is incubated overnight and then spun in a centrifuge to separate the serum
from the other components. This serum is rich in IRAP and once passed
through a filter, is injected directly into the desired joint. Extra serum is frozen
for subsequent treatments.
Typically, a series of 3 injections are performed 1 week apart to treat 1
affected joint. Coffin joints and stifles that don’t respond well to steroid
injections seem to be the most popular condition to treat. Reactions are
uncommon largely due to the fact that it is the patient’s own serum.

Tildren®
Tildren® is a drug that has been available in Europe for many years to treat
navicular disease and has recently become available in the United States to
veterinarians who go through special licensure. It is similar to drugs used to
treat osteoporosis in people. The activity of the cells that cause the destructive
changes we see on X-rays with navicular disease is suppressed. Apparently the
activity of these cells is very painful and by reducing their activity, many
horses become much more comfortable.
There are many different treatment protocols being utilized with Tildren but
most involve placement of an iv catheter and administration of a large amount
of the drug as an iv drip for about an hour. Generally in 2-4 weeks the benefits
are beginning to be realized and the effect lasts for approximately six months.
Horses may remain sound longer by giving monthly boosters.
In addition to navicular disease, many veterinarians use Tildren to treat horses
with hock pain. Many lameness diagnosticians feel that Tildren has been the
first major breakthrough in the treatment of navicular disease in horses.

